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TIER II FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

US EPA REGION III

B-4

1.

The Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT) has
continued to coordinate with federal and state agencies,
affected locali6ties, the general public, and other stakeholders
during the preparation of this Final Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) and its associated Record of Decision (ROD),
and will continue coordination efforts during final design and
permitting (after funding becomes available and incremental
improvements are scheduled) in accordance with all
applicable federal and state laws and regulations. Neither the
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) nor DRPT anticipates
that any new alternatives would be developed as part of this
Project; however, if any new alternatives are developed, DRPT
and FRA would determine whether supplemental National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) documentation is
warranted in accordance with Council on Environmental
Quality regulations (40 CFR 1502.9), at that time.

2.

The ratings of the Preferred Alternative (and Section 5) and the
Arlington section that were provided by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) are noted, and all comments were
considered as part of the recommendation process for the
Preferred Alternative upon which the Final EIS is based. DRPT
has endeavored to address EPA’s concerns by providing
information in response to each of EPA’s Technical Comments;
refer to DRPT numbered statements #3 through #32 of this
response
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US EPA REGION III (continued)
(No comments on this page)
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US EPA REGION III (continued)
3.

Clarifying language on the Project Need, including the unique
needs of the DC2RVA corridor as well as developments since
the 2002 Tier I EIS, can be found in Final EIS Section 1.3, which
has been added since the Draft EIS.

4.

The DC2RVA Project’s stated Purpose is to increase railroad
capacity between Washington, D.C. and Richmond, VA to
deliver higher speed passenger rail service, while also
supporting the planned expansion of VRE commuter rail
service and accommodating the forecasted growth of freight
rail service by developing an efficient and reliable multimodal
rail corridor. As stated in Section 1.3.1 of the Final EIS, while
the corridor where the Project is located is owned and
operated by freight railroad CSXT, the infrastructure and
service proposed for the Project are not expected to create
increased freight volumes because freight transport responds
to economic demands created by commercial activities and
independent market forces, separate from this Project. As
Project alternatives were developed and compared, DRPT did
consider the volume of total freight traffic by identifying the
volume of total freight traffic by the general number, schedule,
and type of freight train. Neither FRA nor DRPT anticipate
that the additional 9 new daily intercity passenger round-trip
trains (18 total trains per day) proposed by the Project would
result in any change in either the types or quantities of freight
shipped on the corridor, including hazardous materials.
Please see response to DRPT-numbered statement #5 below
for more specific information about discussion of hazardous
materials in the Draft EIS.

(Responses are continued on next page)
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US EPA REGION III (continued)
5.

As summarized in Chapter 2 of the Final EIS, coordination
with local governments occurred during Project scoping and
continued throughout the development of the Draft EIS, which
was then distributed to local governments for review and
comment. Draft EIS Section 4.5 addresses hazardous materials
in the corridor, with a focus on known existing sites containing
hazardous materials, and Final EIS Section 5.5 presents this
information for the Preferred Alternative. As indicated in
these sections, hazardous materials within sites impacted by
construction, including any additional hazardous materials
discovered during construction or demolition of existing
structures, will be removed and disposed of in compliance
with all applicable federal, state, and local regulations. All
necessary remediation will be conducted in compliance with
applicable federal, state, and local environmental laws and
will be coordinated with EPA, the Virginia Department of
Environmental Quality (VDEQ), and other federal, state, or
local agencies as necessary. Final EIS Section 5.1.4 provides
detail on public surface waters, including additional
information since the Draft EIS. Final EIS Section 5.18
addresses public health and safety associated with hazardous
materials transport on the rail line, with clarifications
provided since the Draft EIS, including regulation of transport
of hazardous materials on railroads.

6.

DRPT will continue efforts to avoid and minimize impacts to
community and environmental resources throughout final
design and permitting, after funding becomes available and
incremental improvements are scheduled.

(Responses are continued on next page)
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US EPA REGION III (continued)
7.

In response to EPA’s recommendation that the Final EIS clarify
impacts in relation to the Limits of Disturbance (LOD), the
opening section of Chapter 5 of the Final EIS provides
additional definitions of permanent and temporary LOD.
Appendix L of the Final EIS provides a detailed mapbook of
the Preferred Alternative, including identification of both
temporary and permanent limits of disturbance. As described
in Final EIS Chapter 5, temporary LOD represent areas
encompassed by short-term construction easements, affected
by short-term impacts from construction activity, or other nonpermanent Project-related land disturbance, and permanent
LOD represent the final long-term boundaries of the Project
where the land would be disturbed. For potential effects
caused by the operation of the proposed additional intercity
passenger rail services, such as noise and effects to water
quality or air quality, DRPT used analysis thresholds which
extend beyond the physical LOD. Both temporary and
permanent limits of disturbance are discussed as appropriate
for each environmental attribute evaluated in the Final EIS; in
addition, Section 5.19 Construction Impacts, summarizes the
short-term or temporary impacts from construction activities
for the Preferred Alternative.

(Responses are continued on next page)
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US EPA REGION III (continued)
8.

As indicated on page 3-5 of the Draft EIS, the delineation of
wetlands along the corridor followed methods contained in the
Eastern Mountains and Piedmont – Version 2.0 or the Atlantic
and Gulf Coastal Plain Region – Version 2.0 regional supplements
of the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
delineation manual, as applicable to each given location.
Potentially impacted stream channels were assessed using the
Unified Stream Methodology form. Field reviews by USACE and
the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ) were
conducted at several intervals during the field surveys to ensure
that surveys were conducted according to agency expectations.
As indicated in Draft EIS Section 3.1.4, wetlands were classified
using an abbreviated version of the Cowardin System (Cowardin,
et al., 1979). The majority of the Preferred Alternative involves the
construction of one additional new track approximately 15 feet
from the existing tracks, and the permanent Limits of Disturbance
(LOD) are generally within 40 feet of the existing CSXT right-ofway (see the beginning of Chapter 5 of the Final EIS for full LOD
descriptions, and Appendix L of the Final EIS for mapbooks of the
Preferred Alternative). Therefore, 100-foot delineation for
wetland identification provides adequate buffer to encompass
areas that would be impacted by the Project. Possible impacts to
aquatic resources beyond 100 feet are addressed in the analysis of
indirect effects in Draft EIS Section 4.10.1.6. DRPT has coordinated
with the USACE on wetland and related assessments since Project
inception, including several joint field visits to ensure that survey
and assessment methods were consistent with agency
expectations. The USACE also commented on the Draft EIS (refer
to their letter and responses) and as indicated therein, DRPT will
use the methodology in use by USACE at the time of application
for determining compensation requirements.

9.

DRPT quantified potential impacts to natural resources based
on limits of disturbance identified as permanent (i.e., areas
where Project infrastructure would physically replace existing
conditions) and temporary (i.e., areas required for
construction that would be regraded and reseeded). Please see
response to DRPT-numbered statement #7: these definitions
have been clarified in Final EIS Chapter 5.

(Responses are continued on next page)
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US EPA REGION III (continued)
10. Comment noted. DRPT will determine specific requirements
at the time of permitting in coordination with the permitting
agencies during final design, after funding becomes available
and incremental improvements are scheduled. Final EIS
Chapter 7 provides an overview of future steps of the Project,
including final design and permitting and other regulatory
actions, approvals, and permits that would be required.
11. The abbreviated Cowardin classifications (as provided in
Table 4.1-2 of the Draft EIS and Table 5.1-2 of the Final EIS)
include cypress-tupelo swamps and tidal wetlands and
communities. However, there are no cypress-tupelo swamps
present within the Project area (i.e., the 100-foot delineation).
The presence of tidally-influenced wetlands is identified in
Draft EIS Section 4.1.2, and updated in Final EIS Section 5.1.2
(0.85 acres of permanent impact in Preferred Alternative 2A
and 4A, and 0.50 acres of temporary impact in Preferred
Alternative 1B, 2A, and 4A). As indicated in Final EIS Section
5.1.6.1, efforts to avoid and minimize impacts to wetlands will
continue into final design, after funding becomes available
and incremental improvements are scheduled. At that time,
the functions, values and condition of wetlands and the
availability of mitigation sites will be evaluated.
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US EPA REGION III (continued)
(Response to comment 11 on previous page)
12. Locations of public groundwater sources and private wells
within the Project corridor were mapped according to datasets
maintained by the Virginia Department of Health (VDH),
Virginia Department of Mines, Minerals & Energy (DMME),
and Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). Wellhead
protection areas were identified based on designations by the
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ) in its
Wellhead Protection Plan (2005), which was approved by the US
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). There are no Projectspecific regulatory requirements relative to wellhead protection
areas. Rather, localities are encouraged, through state and
federal technical assistance and grants, to develop strategies to
protect community water system sources at the local level,
largely through land use management authorities (e.g., zoning
and comprehensive planning). Notwithstanding, as indicated in
Section 5.1.6.4 of the Final EIS, efforts to minimize impacts to
drinking water could involve modifications, such as further
alignment shifts to avoid or minimize impacts; the use of best
management practices (BMPs); the use of retaining walls; and
temporary and permanent stormwater management measures
to reduce transportation of chemicals by stormwater, and they
should include limited use or avoidance of snow removal and
vegetation maintenance chemicals near source protection areas
and well locations. Measures that would be implemented to
comply with surface water pollution protection under Virginia’s
erosion and sediment control regulations, stormwater
management program, and stormwater pollution prevention
plan requirements also would protect against groundwater
contamination. These measures, as well as hazardous materials
spill response measures (see response to DRPT-numbered
statement #5 above) would minimize risks to drinking water.
Coordination with local government or municipal offices and
the public during final design, as well as the findings of any
additional evaluations that may be conducted, will occur in a
manner similar to the coordination during the EIS development.
Monitoring is not anticipated at this time but could be
implemented if determined necessary as a condition of state or
federal water quality permits that would need to be acquired for
the Project.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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US EPA REGION III (continued)
13. DRPT solicited agency concerns about listed species through the
scoping process, participating agency meetings, and ongoing
consultation with regulatory agencies, including the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (USFWS), National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS), Virginia Department of Game and Inland
Fisheries (VDGIF), Virginia Department of Conservation and
Recreation (VDCR), and Virginia Marine Resources
Commission (VMRC). In addition, information regarding
federally listed threatened and endangered species that may be
impacted by the Project was obtained from USFWS via the
Information, Planning, and Conservation (IPaC) system, and
included in Draft EIS Section 4.10.3; updated IPaC information
was obtained in February 2018 and is presented in Final EIS
Section 5.10.3 for the Preferred Alternative. As indicated in Final
EIS Section 5.10.3.2, DRPT will continue to coordinate with
USFWS, EPA, VDCR, VDGIF, and other regulatory agencies
regarding habitat and wildlife, including any future updates to
listed species, to ensure impacts are avoided to the extent
practicable throughout final design (after funding becomes
available and incremental improvements are scheduled) and
that appropriate mitigation is developed where impacts are
unavoidable.
14. Subsequent to submitting these written comments on the Draft
EIS, the EPA and DRPT discussed the Project’s potential impact
to wildlife crossing in a call on June 6, 2018. At that time, the
EPA suggested inclusion of natural bottom culverts as an
example to improve wildlife passage, and it was agreed that
those types of accommodations would be determined during
final design (refer to Section 5.10.1.1 of the Final EIS for further
details). Accordingly, DRPT will continue to consider special
design features to improve wildlife corridors during final
design.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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US EPA REGION III (continued)
15. As presented in Section 5.1.6.2 of the Final EIS, the Project will
be designed in accordance with Executive Order 11988Floodplain Management and 23 CFR 650 Subpart A – Location
and Hydraulic Design of Encroachments on Flood Plains.
Accordingly, the Project is not expected to increase flood height
elevations, the probability of flooding, or the potential for
property loss and hazard to life. A detailed hydraulic survey
and study will be conducted during final design (after funding
becomes available and incremental improvements are
scheduled) to ensure that no substantial increases to flooding
would occur as a result of the Project. Examples of extreme
weather events, which could include unusual heat or cold,
prolonged or intense rainfall, and flooding, and resiliency to
such events, would be addressed during the final design of the
Project, after funding is secured and incremental improvements
are scheduled. Potential for expansion and contraction of rails in
response to extreme heat and cold also would be considered in
the design and specifications for the rails at that time.
Additional design, operational, and maintenance elements
would also be considered, as appropriate, during further Project
development as federal and state guidance with regard to
resiliency design continues to evolve.
16. While much of the rail bed is permeable to rainfall (i.e., ballast
and side slopes), measures to avoid or minimize impacts to
water quality and adjacent habitat could include use of
vegetative buffers and swales (see Final EIS Section 5.1.6.3) and
minimizing clearing and grubbing in riparian areas (see Final
EIS Section 4.10.1.4). Placement of stormwater management
facilities will avoid wetlands and other aquatic habitats, to the
extent feasible, to be determined during final design after
funding becomes available and incremental improvements are
scheduled. DRPT will consider opportunities to incorporate
additional green infrastructure or low impact design, where
appropriate, during final design (after funding becomes
available and incremental improvements are scheduled).
(Responses are continued on next page)
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US EPA REGION III (continued)
17. EPA is correct that the Empire Line in New York did not reach
speeds above 90 mph. As described in Draft EIS Section 4.7.1.2,
the sound exposure levels measured along the Empire Line
were used to calculate noise for passenger trains traveling below
90 mph, and the sound exposure levels for proposed intercity
passenger trains traveling at 90 mph were obtained from FRA’s
“High Speed Ground Transportation Noise and Vibration
Impact Assessment” (September 2012) guidance document,
which includes procedures to adjust train noise levels to the
actual speeds being modeled. Note that the maximum
authorized speed for passenger trains would vary in the 123mile Project corridor from 90 miles per hour (which would be
achieved in different segments of the corridor that, combined,
total approximately 41 miles) to 35 miles per hour
(approximately 2 miles of the corridor).
18. In response to EPA’s recommendation that noise be included as
a secondary and cumulative impact, refer to Section 5.20 of the
Final EIS for qualitative discussion of growth in freight volumes
as a cumulative effect, which has been added since the Draft EIS.
Noise measurements taken as the baseline for the noise analysis
(see Draft EIS Section 4.7 for methodology details) reflect the
cumulative impacts of past and present projects within the area
of potential noise effects of the Project. Noise impacts associated
with future development are anticipated to occur mostly within
existing urban and suburban environments consistent with local
community comprehensive plans. The noise analysis completed
for the DC2RVA Project measured existing noise from trains
currently using the corridor, which also accounts for all other
background noise sources near each measurement location. The
noise analysis then calculated noise levels associated with the
proposed 9 new daily intercity passenger round-trip trains (18
total trains per day) along the corridor. There were also some
instances where the DC2RVA Project proposes to realign tracks
on which freight trains may operate, and these were included in
the noise analysis performed for the Project. It is important to
note that all existing or planned increases in other trains using
that corridor would occur irrespective of and independent from
the DC2RVA Project. Section 5.7 of the Final EIS presents the
noise analysis associated with the Preferred Alternative, and
includes additional clarification since the Draft EIS.
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US EPA REGION III (continued)
(Response to comment 18 on previous page)
19. Comment noted. The Project has followed an extensive
community outreach and participation process, and details
regarding Environmental Justice (EJ) / Title VI outreach were
provided in Chapter 6 Public Involvement and Agency
Coordination of the Draft EIS. DRPT agrees that refinement of
demographic data that was appropriate for EIS analyses may
be required during future design phases of the Project, to be
determined at that time.
20. Title VI, EJ, and Limited English-Proficiency populations and
communities were identified early in the Project and were
targeted with public outreach materials at a variety of
locations within their communities, as detailed in Section 6 of
the Draft EIS. Census data were updated to confirm existing
locations of Title VI, EJ, or LEP populations and communities
twice during the Project, and any field-identified communities
were also included in the public outreach process.
21. Comment noted. The potential direct and indirect impacts of
the Preferred Alternative are evaluated in Chapter 5 of the
Final EIS, and have been updated since the Draft EIS. The
potential benefits of the Project were considered during the
development of the Purpose and Need of the Project, and are
further quantitively evaluated as part of the Corridor Service
Development Plan (which is being developed as part of this
Project, refer to Section 7.3 of the Final EIS for further details)
as part of a public benefits analysis, per US Department of
Transportation guidance. The greater frequency of intercity
passenger service, the extension of service within Richmond to
Main Street Station, and the allowance of new intercity
passenger trains from Norfolk and into North Carolina, all of
which would be provided by the Project, makes travel more
accessible within and beyond the DC2RVA corridor. DRPT
anticipates that the 9 new daily intercity passenger round-trip
trains (18 total trains per day) to be added by the Project would
be operated by Amtrak, like other intercity passenger trains in
the corridor. The fares for passenger service on these new
trains would be set by Amtrak in coordination with DRPT and
other stakeholders at the time the trains are brought into
service.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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US EPA REGION III (continued)
22. As requested by EPA, Executive Order 13045 is addressed in
Section 5.18 of the Final EIS, which has been added since the
Draft EIS.
23. The analysis of indirect effects followed a detailed seven-step
process based on National Cooperative Highway Research
Program Report 466, Desk Reference for Estimating the
Indirect Effects of Proposed Transportation Projects. The
cumulative effects analysis in the Draft EIS used a five-part
evaluation process based on FHWA guidance. Subsequent to
submitting these written comments on the Draft EIS, the EPA
and DRPT discussed the Project’s indirect and cumulative
effects in a call on June 6, 2018. EPA and DRPT discussed
analysis methodology, specifically in regard to past / present
/ future actions for all resources, including water quality,
aquatic systems, habitat fragmentation, noise, induced
development, and the Shockoe Bottom area near Main Street
Station. DRPT updated the discussion of indirect and
cumulative effects (Section 5.20 in the Final EIS) as agreed to
with FRA during this call, as summarized below.
In the context of impact-causing activities related to
construction and operation of the rail facilities, DRPT assessed
two kinds of indirect impacts, those associated with potential
induced development and those associated with proximity or
downstream (in time and place) impacts. With respect to
EPA’s comments regarding watershed/water quality impacts,
DRPT employed a qualitative assessment; as suggested during
the teleconference, DRPT added more discussion on the
impacts of other past and present actions in the Final EIS. With
respect to noise, based on scoping and the nature of the
corridor and the expected impacts, DRPT did not conclude
that indirect noise impacts were likely to represent a
potentially significant issue, and therefore excluded it from
detailed quantitative analysis in the indirect effects evaluation;
however, as discussed on the teleconference, a high-level
qualitative discussion was added to the Final EIS. The cultural
resources discussion in the Richmond Main Street Station area
is more thoroughly discussed throughout the Final EIS (refer
to Section 3.1 of the Final EIS for additional historical context).
(Response to comment 24 on next page)
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US EPA REGION III (continued)
24. through 29. The requested text / source / data / citation
clarifications are included in the errata table for the Draft EIS,
which is Appendix A of the Final EIS.
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US EPA REGION III (continued)
30. The 2014 air quality index data presented in Table 3.6-4 of the
Draft EIS reflects the most recent data that was available from
the USEPA website at the time of preparation of the Draft EIS.
While the 2014 data has since been updated, the changes are
relatively minor and would not affect any of the conclusions
drawn in the Draft EIS.
31. The requested text clarifications have been addressed in
Section 5.6.1 of the Final EIS.
32. The requested text clarifications have been addressed in
Section 5.6.1 of the Final EIS.
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US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
1.

The Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT)
anticipates submitting a Joint Permit Application (JPA) for
review by the United States Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE), Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
(VDEQ), and Virginia Marine Resources Commission (VMRC)
during final design, after funding becomes available and
incremental improvements are scheduled. USACE’s public
interest review process is noted.
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US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS (continued)

B-20

2.

DRPT will apply for and obtain any required USACE permit(s)
once funding becomes available and incremental
improvements are scheduled. DRPT recognizes that in order
to be permitted by the USACE, the Project must comply with
the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines [40CFR 230.10(a)] and USACE
must determine that the alternative is the Least
Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative (LEDPA).
DRPT appreciates the cooperation and guidance provided by
USACE during the development of the EIS and is confident
that the Preferred Alternative identified in the Final EIS will
meet USACE’s requirement as the LEDPA.

3.

Clarifying language on the Project Need, including the unique
needs of the DC2RVA corridor as well as developments since
the 2002 Tier I EIS, can be found in Final EIS Section 1.3, which
has been added since the Draft EIS.
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US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS (continued)
4.

The estimated Limits of Disturbance (LOD) for each Build
Alternative evaluated in the Draft EIS and Preferred
Alternative evaluated in the Final EIS includes proposed
station locations and appurtenant features. While additional
stream and wetland impacts may be identified for Project
facilities to be designed during future phases (e.g., stormwater
management facilities and noise mitigation), impacts could
also be lessened through continued efforts to further avoid and
minimize impacts (see Final EIS Section 5.1.6.1) as part of final
design, after funding becomes available and incremental
improvements are scheduled.

5.

Minimization measures listed in Final EIS Section 5.1.6.1 have
been incorporated into the conceptual design for the Preferred
Alternative. As noted, DRPT will continue efforts to further avoid
and minimize impacts as part of final design, after funding
becomes available and incremental improvements are scheduled.
Stations and stormwater management facilities would be located
outside of streams and wetlands to the extent practicable.

6.

DRPT will consult the Regulatory In-Lieu Fee and Bank
Information Tracking System (RIBITS) to investigate the
availability of mitigation bank credits during final design, after
funding becomes available and incremental improvements are
scheduled. If there are insufficient bank or in-lieu fee credits,
DRPT is prepared to develop a permittee-responsible mitigation
proposal in coordination with USACE early in the permitting
process. Proposed compensatory mitigation will be developed
in coordination with the USACE during preparation of the JPA.

7.

DRPT has confirmed that there are no cypress-tupelo swamps
within the LOD for the Preferred Alternative (refer to the
wetland determination data forms for the Project, which are
included as Attachment G to Appendix M of the Draft EIS).
DRPT will continue to strive to avoid impacts to any wetland
systems through final design (after funding becomes available
and incremental improvements are scheduled). If avoidance of
such wetlands is not feasible, DRPT will compensate for
impacts at ratios identified in coordination with USACE.

(Responses are continued on next page)
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US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS (continued)
8.

B-22

Comment noted. While the Unified Stream Methodology
(USM) is the current approved methodology in Virginia for
assessing existing stream conditions, and DRPT met with
USACE prior to conducting the fieldwork to ensure that
survey and assessment methods were consistent with agency
expectations, DRPT will use the methodology in use by
USACE at the time of permit application for determining
compensation requirements.
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US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS (continued)
9.

The wetland functions and values assessment conducted as
part of the DC2RVA Project was a qualitative field-level check
of functions and values of each wetland based on the
professional judgment of the wetland scientists conducting the
surveys; this assessment approach provides consistent scoring
amongst the 335 wetlands identified in the 123-mile Project
corridor. DRPT recognizes that the functions and values
determinations and the USM results have yet to be verified by
USACE, and DRPT will coordinate with USACE regarding the
functions and values assessments prior to the permitting
process.

10. Comment noted. DRPT concurs that the Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA) is the lead federal agency to fulfill the
collective federal responsibilities under Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, for Section 7
consultation with USFWS, and consultation with National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) for essential fish habitat in
accordance with Section 305(b)(2) of the Magnuson Stevens
Fishery Conservation and Management Act.
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11. Where feasible, FRA and DRPT recommended the Preferred
Alternative that is located within the existing CSXT right-of-way
and utilized existing bridges or recommended new parallel
structures, thereby minimizing potential impacts of the Project.
Additionally, prior to conducting the detailed evaluation of
Project alternatives shown in the Draft EIS, FRA and DRPT
conducted a thorough evaluation of multiple alignments and
optional alternatives along the DC2RVA corridor, including
Alternative Areas 2 and 4, as documented in Appendix A
Alternatives Technical Report of the Draft EIS. Chapter 5 of
Appendix A documents the alternatives development and
screening process for the Project, and Chapter 6 of Appendix A
presents the results of the screening process. Potential impacts to
wetlands was an important criterion in the screening process. The
process establishes a range of alternatives for consideration and
then systematically evaluates and screens the range of alternatives
down to only the more reasonable alternatives for detailed
analysis in the Draft EIS. Reasonable alternatives are those that
meet the Project’s Purpose and Need, are buildable and costeffective compared to other similar alternatives, and are
anticipated to have acceptable levels of impact to the human and
natural environments. DRPT believes that the set of “practicable”
alternatives as defined by USACE’s permitting regulations would
be either the same or a subset of the “reasonable” alternatives
identified in the Draft EIS. As described in Appendix A of the
Draft EIS, DRPT identified approximately seven optional rail
alignments for each rail section. During the screening process
documented in Chapters 5 and 6 of Appendix A of the Draft EIS,
DRPT evaluated each alignment option for its potential impacts
on wetlands. Section alignments with greater wetland impacts
were eliminated from further consideration. The remaining
section alignments were combined to form the area alternatives
carried forward for further evaluation in the Draft EIS.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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12. Consistent with the Commonwealth Transportation Board (CTB)
resolution from December 6, 2017, Alternative 3B: Add One Track
East of Existing was selected as the Preferred Alternative, and is
consistent with the USACE’s recommendation. Other Area 3
Build Alternatives that were evaluated in the Draft EIS are not
recommended in the Final EIS.
13. Refer to DRPT-numbered statement #2 for response.
Alternative 5A was selected as the Preferred Alternative
through this area, which maintains two tracks through the
Town of Ashland, and is consistent with the USACE’s stated
preference.
14. Consistent with the CTB resolution from December 6, 2017,
Alternative 6F: Full Service (Staples Mill Road Station and
Main Street Station) was selected as the Preferred Alternative.
Other Area 6 Build Alternatives that were evaluated in the
Draft EIS are not recommended in the Final EIS.
15. Refer to DRPT-numbered statement #2 for response.
16. Please refer to the opening section of Chapter 5 of the Final EIS,
which provides additional definitions of permanent and
temporary Limits of Disturbance (LOD) since the Draft EIS.
The LOD for each Build Alternative evaluated in the Draft EIS
and for the Preferred Alternative evaluated in the Final EIS
includes proposed station locations and appurtenant features,
as well as access roads. The estimated temporary LOD include
areas of anticipated construction access. As discussed in Final
EIS Section 5.7.1.3, noise barriers are not commonly used on
rail projects because it is not cost effective to treat multiple
individual locations across large areas. If noise barriers are
included in the final design, the construction footprint of such
barriers would be included in the refined LOD at that time.
17. See response to DRPT-numbered statement #6.
18. Comment noted. DRPT will continue to coordinate with
USACE throughout future final design and permitting.
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(Response to comment 18 on previous page)
19. Draft EIS Section 4.1.6.1 provides a conceptual level mitigation
strategy based on USACE’s and EPA’s Compensatory Mitigation for
Losses of Aquatic Resources, Final Rule (June 2008); the
corresponding section of the Final EIS (Section 5.1.6.1) contains an
expanded discussion of conceptual compensatory mitigation.
DRPT recognizes the importance of early identification of the
amount and type of available bank credits for wetlands and
streams. DRPT will conduct a more detailed investigation of the
availability of mitigation bank credits and prepare a more
detailed compensatory mitigation plan during final design. If
there are insufficient bank or in-lieu fee credits, DRPT is prepared
to develop a permittee-responsible mitigation proposal in
coordination with the USACE early in the permitting process.
20. The referenced statement in Draft EIS Section 4.20.1.7 regarding
the indirect downstream effects was intended as a lead-in to the
discussion in the bullet points which describes DRPT’s rational
for concluding that the potential impacts are expected to be
limited. The indirect and cumulative effects discussion has been
updated in Section 5.20 of the Final EIS.
21. Estimates of construction timeframes would be developed as part
of final design, after funding becomes available and incremental
improvements are scheduled. DRPT quantified potential impacts
to natural resources based on limits of disturbance identified as
permanent (i.e., areas where Project infrastructure would
physically replace existing conditions) and temporary (i.e., areas
required for construction that would be regraded and reseeded);
these definitions have been clarified in the opening paragraph of
Final EIS Chapter 5. As clarified in Final EIS Section 5.10.1.2, there
is potential for the Preferred Alternative to inadvertently
introduce additional invasive species into the corridor during
construction; however, with implementation of the measures
identified in Final EIS Section 5.10.1.4, including prompt seeding
of disturbed areas with seeds that are tested in accordance with
the Virginia Seed Law and implementation of Best Management
Practices (BMPs), DRPT does not anticipate temporary and/or
permanent invasive species impacts.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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22. The effects of fragmentation of interior forest habitat are
addressed in Draft EIS Section 4.10.1 Habitat and Natural
Communities and Draft EIS Section 4.10.2.2 Migratory Birds. The
importance of interior forest habitat to forest interior dwelling
species (FIDS) is introduced in Draft EIS Section 4.10.1. As noted
there, fragmentation of interior forest habitat is of particular
concern for neotropical migratory birds; therefore, further
discussion of the effects of fragmentation of interior forest habitat,
including predation, displacement, and competition, is provided
within the discussion of migratory birds in Draft EIS Section
4.10.2.2. Avoidance and minimization measures provided in
Draft EIS Section 4.10.1.4 and Draft EIS Section 4.10.2.4, including
minor alignment shifts, minimizing clearing and grubbing, tree
replacement, native revegetation, and wildlife crossings, would
reduce impacts of fragmentation of interior forest habitats. Final
EIS Sections 5.10.2.3 (avoidance, minimization, and mitigation
evaluation for wildlife) and 5.20 (indirect and cumulative effects)
have been updated since the Draft EIS and include further
clarifications on this topic.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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23. Data sources vary by resource. Streams, wetlands, and
floodplains within a 500-foot-wide study area centered on the
DC2RVA corridor were initially identified by reviewing aerial
photographs and topographic maps, Virginia Wetlands
Catalog maps from the Virginia Department of Conservation
and Recreation (VDCR) Division of Natural Heritage,
wetlands digitized by the City of Richmond, National
Hydrography Dataset (NHD) maps from the United States
Geological Survey (USGS), National Wetlands Inventory
(NWI) maps from the United States Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS), Virginia Department of Transportation’s (VDOT)
“Comprehensive Environmental Data and Reporting System”
(CEDAR) Geographic Information System (GIS) data, VDOT
mitigation sites, and Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM) from
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). DRPT
conducted field surveys in September 2015 through September
2016 to verify the existence of potential ephemeral,
intermittent, and perennial streams and wetlands within 100
feet of the existing rail on the side of the track where
improvements are proposed. The field survey findings
augmented and updated the NHD and NWI mapping.
In the Draft EIS, a full detailed listing of the GIS source data is
included in the Alternatives Technical Report (which is
Appendix A of the Draft EIS); see its Appendix B: Data
Received for Washington, D.C. to Richmond Southeast High
Speed Rail Project.
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(Response to comment 23 on previous page)
24. The referenced text appears on Page 3-19 of Appendix M of the
Draft EIS, which is the Natural Resources Technical
Memorandum; DRPT concurs, by way of this comment, that
the referenced sentence regarding low overall functional
values of tidally-affected wetlands should be removed. Section
5.1.2 of the Final EIS documents the impact of the Preferred
Alternative on wetlands and does not include any reference to
low overall functional values of any wetlands that are adjacent
to the railway.
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1.

Chapter 6 of the Final EIS includes a discussion of the
coordination on Section 4(f) uses that has taken place since the
publication of the Draft EIS. As noted in that chapter, eight
offices of the National Park Service (NPS) are consulting
parties under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation
Acton for this undertaking (including both agencies that the
Department referenced in the comment): American Battlefield
Protection Program, Captain John Smith Chesapeake National
Heritage Trail (NHT), Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail,
Washington-Rochambeau National Historic Trail, George
Washington Memorial Parkway (GWMP), Fredericksburg &
Spotsylvania National Military Park (FRSP), Richmond
National Battlefield Park, and the National Capital Regional
Office. FRA and DRPT will continue to coordinate with these
agencies, and others as needed, to resolve or minimize
potential use of Section 4(f) properties and on NPS units, and
regarding the content of an agreement to mitigate any adverse
effects/impacts, through final design, which would occur after
funding becomes available.

2.

Comment noted; FRA and DRPT appreciate the Department’s
continued cooperation on this Project.

RESPONSES TO FEDERAL AGENCY COMMENTS

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR (continued)
(Response to comment 2 on previous page)
3.

Alternative 1B: Add Two Tracks on the West was selected as
the Preferred Alternative (refer to Final EIS Section 4.3.1 for
details). Park impacts from the Preferred Alternative are
presented in Section 5.14 of the Final EIS, and are based on the
Limits of Disturbance that have been revised since the
publication of the Draft EIS. No permanent right-of-way will
need to be acquired from the GWMP or the Mount Vernon
Trail; there will only be temporary easements needed along
these facilities. No permanent or temporary right-of-way will
need to be acquired from the Roaches Run Waterfowl
Sanctuary. The land adjacent to the railroad to the east in this
area is owned by Arlington County.
The Final Section 4(f) Evaluation is Chapter 6 of the Final EIS.
FRA and DRPT will continue to coordinate with the NPS
regarding the temporary occupancy of these Section 4(f)
resources during final design, after funding becomes available
and incremental improvements are scheduled. Note that
temporary occupancies are excepted from the requirement for
Section 4(f) approvals if they meet the conditions listed in 23
CFR 774.13(d) and would not be considered a de minimis use.
It important to note that the Section 4(f) Evaluation for this
Project follows FHWA and FTA procedures; while FRA is not
directly subject to these rules, FRA has determined that these
procedures are appropriate for use on this Project.

4.

As presented in Section 5.14 of the Final EIS, no permanent
right-of-way will need to be acquired from the Fredericksburg
and Spotsylvania National Military Park (both the Prospect
Hill area and the Stonewall Jackson National Shrine).
Additionally, the Final Section 4(f) Evaluation is Chapter 6 of
the Final EIS. FRA and DRPT will continue to coordinate with
the NPS regarding the temporary occupancy of these Section
4(f) resources during final design, after funding becomes
available and incremental improvements are scheduled. Note
that temporary occupancies are excepted from the
requirement for Section 4(f) approvals if they meet the
conditions listed in 23 CFR 774.13(d) and would not be
considered a de minimis use.

(Responses are continued on next page)
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5.

Of the eight offices of the NPS that are consulting parties on
this undertaking, three are stewards of Civil War-related
resources: American Battlefield Protection Program, FRSP,
and Richmond National Battlefield Park. FRA and DRPT
commenced coordination with these groups in February 2015
and have continued communicating through letters, emails,
telephone calls, and in-person meetings. In addition, DRPT
has undertaken extensive coordination with Virginia
Department of Historic Resources (DHR) since November
2014, including acquiring data on previously recorded
resources
(including
battlefields)
and
conducting
identification- and evaluation-level studies as needed to meet
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. DRPT
viewed mapping data of all historic properties, including warrelated resources, and sought to avoid these properties. If
avoidance was not possible, DRPT worked closely with the
agencies to minimize the Project’s footprint and reduce any
potential impacts. This data was shared with all NPS branches
and consulting parties, including dialogues with the DHR on
Project effects. FRA and DRPT have been and will continue to
consult with the NPS in production of the Section 106
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) to outline stipulations to
mitigate any adverse effects caused by the undertaking (the
Section 106 Draft MOA is Appendix K of the Final EIS).

6.

Chapter 6 of the Final EIS includes clarification to address the
impacts relative to the smaller park units as well as the overall
park for the referenced parks. Specifically, the two units of
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park
(Stonewall Jackson Shrine and the area near Prospect Hill; the
Draft EIS already addressed Mount Vernon Trail and GWMP
separately. There are no impacts to Roaches Run from the
Project. Additional information on Civil War battlefields is
provided in Section 5.13.3 of the Final EIS.

7.

The Project is complying with Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 to determine the effect of the
Project on each unit; refer to Section 5.13 of the Final EIS.

(Responses are continued on next page)
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8.

DRPT will continue to coordinate with the Department of the
Interior regarding temporary impacts during final design,
after funding becomes available and incremental
improvements are scheduled. At that time, types of vegetation
impacted will be determined and DRPT will work with the
Department to develop mutually agreeable restoration plans.

9.

The Final Section 4(f) Evaluation is Chapter 6 of the Final EIS,
and Appendix E presents the Section 106 and Section 4(f)
coordination efforts since the beginning of the Project. FRA
and DRPT have described the coordination and information in
support of FRA’s Section 4(f) determinations. In addition, as a
Section 106 consulting party, all steps in the cultural resource
compliance process are shared with the NPS, which includes
determining eligibility, evaluating effect, examining ways to
avoid and/or minimize impacts, and forming Section 106
Memorandum of Agreement stipulations set forth to mitigate
any adverse effects/impacts on NPS-related properties (the
Section 106 Draft MOA is Appendix K of the Final EIS).

10. DRPT has responded to DOI’s detailed comments below.
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Appendix A to DOI Letter – Comments from National Park
Service:
A1. Section 3.14 of the Draft EIS identifies lands owned and
administered by NPS that are within the Build Alternative
limits of disturbance, including the GWMP, the Roaches Run
Waterfowl Sanctuary (which is part of the GWMP property),
Mount Vernon Trail, and Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania
National Military Park. As noted in Final EIS Section 5.14.1,
only temporary impacts during construction are expected for
the GWMP, Mount Vernon Trail, and the Fredericksburg and
Spotsylvania National Military Park. As noted in Chapter 6 of
the Final EIS, the Preferred Alternative would have no
permanent or temporary impacts to Roaches Run Waterfowl
Sanctuary.
DRPT will continue to coordinate with the NPS during the
final design and construction phases of the Project to further
avoid and minimize the temporary impacts to NPS lands.
Should temporary impacts be unavoidable, DRPT will apply
to NPS for temporary construction access permits and/or
special use permits.
These actions have been addressed in a manner consistent
with NPS’s Director’s Order 12 - Conservation Planning,
Environmental Impact Analysis, and Decision-Making and
should allow NPS to adopt this NEPA document to carry
forward with the agency’s federal action (i.e., issuing a
permit).
A2. As noted above, FRA and DRPT do not anticipate any
permanent impacts to NPS lands. DRPT will continue to
coordinate with the NPS during final design and construction
to avoid the indicated temporary impacts. Should such
temporary impacts be unavoidable, DRPT will ask NPS for
temporary construction access permits, as required, at that
time.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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DRPT will continue to coordinate with NPS during final
design (after funding becomes available and incremental
improvements are scheduled) to provide the information
needed to apply for permits from NPS for temporary
construction impacts to GWMP and Fredericksburg and
Spotsylvania National Military Park.
A3. The requested text clarification is addressed in the errata table
for the Draft EIS, which is Appendix A of the Final EIS
A4. The requested text clarifications are addressed in the errata
table for the Draft EIS, which is Appendix A of the Final EIS.
A5. The DC2RVA Project Purpose and Need recognizes the
multimodal transportation network within which intercity
passenger rail operates.
Intercity passenger rail carries
passengers long distances between cities, towns, and other
populated urban or suburban areas, with one or two stations in
or near the city center, as compared to commuter rail which
carries passengers shorter distances to and from city center with
more frequent stops. In keeping with the history of rail
development along this corridor, most of the current stations
providing intercity passenger rail service are located in or near
their respective downtowns, or in nearby suburban locations.
Business and leisure travelers using the stations rely on local
transportation options, including light rail, bus, car, bicycle, or
foot, to move between the station and their respective
origin/destination points, including outdoor recreation venues.
While these factors played a key role in the recommendation for
a downtown Richmond station location, the physical
improvements recommended by the Project are limited to rail
access and rail service frequency to stations, and do not extend
to improvements to other modes of transportation. Refer to
Chapter 7 of the Final EIS for details about the Corridor Service
Development Plan, which is being developed as part of this
Project and includes a station analysis that assesses each
intercity passenger rail station’s capacity (i.e., parking, roadway,
intermodal connection, and ADA accessibility) to meet the
needs of the intercity passenger rail service.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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If a Preferred Alternative alignment impacts (i.e., crosses) an
existing pedestrian and/or bicycle crossing, that crossing will
be designed to current safety standards and in compliance
with Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) as part of this
Project. FRA considered the addition of a greenway, but
determined such a bicycle/walking path was not part of the
Project’s Purpose and Need as it does not support or enhance
passenger rail service, nor does it provide a reasonable
transportation choice for intercity corridor travel. The decision
to establish a new bicycle and pedestrian greenway is a
separate and distinct action from establishing high speed
passenger rail service under the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) and is not part of the Purpose and Need of
this Project. The addition of a greenway along the corridor
from Leesylvania State Park to Falmouth is outside the Project
Purpose and Need, and would be ineligible for FRA funding
as part of the DC2RVA Project.
A6. DRPT recognizes that the DC2RVA corridor in Northern
Virginia must include a smooth transition to the proposed new
Long Bridge. Construction of a new railroad bridge over the
GWMP is under consideration as part of the separate Long
Bridge project, and any related temporary or permanent
impacts would be part of that project and not part of the
DC2RVA Project.
In the Draft EIS, to avoid unnecessarily constraining the
possible alternatives of the separate Long Bridge project, FRA
and DRPT identified and evaluated three possible
configurations for the one-mile section of the DC2RVA
corridor in Arlington. Subsequently, Alternative 1B: Add Two
Tracks on the West was selected as the Preferred Alternative
for the DC2RVA Project to align with the two alternatives that
were recommended in the Long Bridge Alternatives Report
(refer to Final EIS Section 4.3.1 for details). Preferred
Alternative 1B will add two tracks on the west side (upstream)
of the existing two tracks, beginning south of the GWMP. The
proposed tracks will diverge from the existing tracks south of
the existing railroad bridge over GWMP.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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The permanent and temporary Limits of Disturbance (LOD)
for the Preferred Alternative, which includes construction
staging and activities along the DC2RVA corridor, do not
encroach onto the railroad bridge over the GWMP. Clarifying
text stating this was added in Section 4.3.1 of the Final EIS.
A7. The intent of the chapter figure schematics in the Draft EIS,
including the referenced Draft EIS Figure 2.5-1, was to give a
general overview of proposed improvements, with base
mapping pulled from an ESRI service. Property lines are
shown in the full mapbooks of the Preferred Alternative,
which is Appendix L of the Final EIS. DRPT has ensured that
the text in Chapter 4 of the Final EIS refers the reader to
Appendix L for full details. Refer to DRPT-numbered
statement #3 for response to NPS boundaries at Roaches Run
and Long Bridge Park.
A8. Locations where the proposed improvements extend beyond
the right-of-way are identified in the detailed mapbook
graphics of the Preferred Alternative, which is Appendix L of
the Final EIS. Improvements that are located outside of the
existing CSXT right-of-way are identified as permanent or
temporary limits of disturbance (refer to the opening
paragraphs of Chapter 5 of the Final EIS for full definitions).
Chapter 4 of the Final EIS provides additional detail on the
limits of the Preferred Alternative, including between
Arlington to Alexandria. Designs in support of the Draft and
Final EIS are at the conceptual level, approximately a 10% level
of design, and would be further refined during final design,
after funding becomes available and incremental
improvements are scheduled.
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A9. Due to the length of the DC2RVA corridor (123 miles), some
site-specific information was provided in the technical report
appendices of the Draft EIS. This was done to enhance
readability and maintain the Draft EIS chapter at a reasonable
length and level of detail for decisions to be made. The Draft
EIS technical reports covered natural resources (Appendix M
of the Draft EIS), community resources (Appendix Q of the
Draft EIS), cultural resources (Appendix R of the Draft EIS),
transportation (Appendix S of the Draft EIS), and noise and
vibration (Appendix P of the Draft EIS). The Draft EIS
environmental resource mapping has been updated, as
needed, for the Final EIS; refer to Appendix M.
A10. The requested text clarifications are addressed in the errata
table for the Draft EIS, which is Appendix A of the Final EIS.
A11. The requested text clarification is addressed in the errata table
for the Draft EIS, which is Appendix A of the Final EIS.
A12. The requested text clarification is addressed in the errata table
for the Draft EIS, which is Appendix A of the Final EIS.
A13. The requested text clarification is addressed in the errata table
for the Draft EIS, which is Appendix A of the Final EIS.
A14. Comment noted.
A15. Information regarding federally listed threatened and
endangered species that may be impacted by the Project was
obtained from USFWS via the Information, Planning, and
Conservation (IPaC) system, and included in Draft EIS
Section 4.10.3; updated IPAC information was obtained in
February 2018 for the Preferred Alternative and is presented
in Section 5.10.3 of the Final EIS. The IPaC query will also be
rerun prior to construction, and coordination with USFWS
and NMFS pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species
Act for potential impacts to federally listed species will be
conducted, where required.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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A16. The species listed in the comment are considered “sensitive”
by the state, but are not legally designated as “threatened” or
“endangered”. Notwithstanding, DRPT will coordinate with
resource agencies to avoid or minimize impacts to all species,
including sensitive species, during final design and
permitting (after funding becomes available and incremental
improvements are scheduled).
A17. Both the GWMP and NCRO are consulting parties under
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Acton for
this undertaking and as such, have been included in ongoing
dialogues regarding historic properties and Project effects,
including attendance at meetings and telephone and email
dialogues regarding technical studies, resource eligibility,
Project effect, and providing feedback on mitigation to
adverse effects. Refer to Appendix E of the Final EIS for
updated Section 106 and Section 4(f) comments and
coordination.
A18. Seventeen technical reports with detailed maps on the APE
were submitted to the consulting parties in the summer of
2017 for review and comment. An additional five reports
were submitted to consulting parties in May 2018 for review
and comment; the five technical reports completed in 2018
(after the publication of the Draft EIS) can be found in
Appendix D. All 22 reports are available via the Project
website and upon request. DRPT has also made GIS data
available to consulting parties showing the limits of the APE
and boundaries of recorded resources at their request.
A19. Please refer to DRPT-numbered statement #1 in DOI’s main
letter, which lists eight offices of the NPS that are consulting
parties on this Project (including the GWMP) and have been
contacted via email, telephone, letters, and in-person
meetings regarding the Project and ongoing studies.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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A20. Detailed maps showing above-ground resources are
presented in the technical reports (see Appendix R of the
Draft EIS for the original 17 reports submitted for NPS review
in 2017 and Appendix D of the Final EIS for the follow-up five
reports submitted to the NPS for review in 2018) and in
separate information sent to the eight NPS consulting parties.
This information was disseminated through the reports, in
emails, and in-person meetings; refer to Appendix E of the
Final EIS for updated Section 106 and Section 4(f) comments
and coordination. Archaeological data was also given to the
eight NPS consulting parties.
A21. Yes. An archaeological Phase IA reconnaissance and
predictive model was sent to the consulting parties, which
includes eight offices of NPS, for their review and comment
[note that the GWMP was included as a consulting party in
July 2017 and has since received copies of all technical studies
and documentation to date]. Additional archaeological
studies were performed on areas that have since been added
to the limits of disturbance; these areas were the subject of
study in the winter and spring of 2017 and 2018. The ensuing
technical report was submitted to the eight offices of the NPS
for their review in May 2018 and are included in Chapter 5
and Appendix D of the Final EIS. The archaeological
methodology used in all reports was approved by the DHR
and meets all state standards for archaeological survey. All
reports were submitted to the DHR for review and
concurrence.
A22. Yes. The archaeological APE includes both permanent and
temporary limits of disturbance. Previous studies included
the limits of disturbance as determined as of August 2016.
More recent archaeological surveys since publication of the
Draft EIS include additional areas, which have been refined
since the original study; refer to Section 5.13 of the Final EIS.
The methodology meets DHR standards and adheres to the
Project predictive model, as reviewed and approved in 2015.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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A23. The limits of the GWMP as a historic property as presented
in the Draft EIS and associated technical reports reflect the
limits on file at the DHR at the time the documents were
prepared. DRPT has confirmed the boundaries, including the
aforementioned aspects, and updated boundaries, as
required, are reflected in the analyses of the Preferred
Alternative in Section 5.13 of the Final EIS.
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A24. Section 3.14 of the Draft EIS discussed the existing
recreational, parkland and trail resources within the study
area (500 feet to either side of the existing rail line).
Specifically, Section 3.14.1 discussed the federally-owned
parklands and referenced the GWMP and Fredericksburg
and Spotsylvania National Military Park as owned by NPS.
Section 3.14.4 discussed Wildlife Refuges and referenced
Roaches Run Waterfowl Sanctuary as owned by NPS.
Clarification has also been added stating that Daingerfield
Island Park is owned by NPS and is included in the errata
table for the Draft EIS which is Appendix A of the Final EIS.
A25. The requested text clarification is addressed in the errata table
for the Draft EIS, which is Appendix A of the Final EIS.
A26. The requested text clarification is addressed in the errata table
for the Draft EIS, which is Appendix A of the Final EIS.
A27. Comment noted.
A28. The requested text clarification is addressed in the errata table
for the Draft EIS, which is Appendix A of the Final EIS
A29. Refer to DRPT-numbered statement #23 for response.
A30. Viewsheds from the Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail
have been clarified as sensitive visual resources, where
applicable refer to the errata table for the Draft EIS, which is
Appendix A of the Final EIS.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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A31. Arlington County owns a long narrow parcel of land that is
located to the east of the rail corridor that, per the County’s
Long Bridge Park Master Plan, is part of Long Bridge Park.
The figure that is referenced in the comment includes the
portion of Long Bridge Park that is located to the east of the
Project, and is consistent with the information presented in
the Draft and Final EIS. Alternative 1B has been selected as
the Preferred Alternative (refer to Final EIS Section 4.1.3 for
details). The Preferred Alternative does not have temporary
or permanent right of way impacts to Roaches Run
Waterfowl Sanctuary. DRPT will continue to coordinate with
the NPS during final design (after funding becomes available
and incremental improvements are scheduled) to ensure that
boundaries and assessments of lands impacted are accurate.
A32. The requested clarifications to the features cells of the
appropriate parks within the tables in Section 3.14 of the Draft
EIS are addressed in the errata table for the Draft EIS, which
is Appendix A of the Final EIS.
A33. Clarification to indicate that Four Mile Run is a navigable
waterway is addressed in the errata table for the Draft EIS,
which is Appendix A of the Final EIS. All references to Four
Mile Run in the Final EIS indicate that it is a navigable
waterway.
A34. The additional track will require only a small increase in
stormwater drainage capacity as much of the rail bed is
permeable to rainfall; rail ballast is considered a pervious
cover since it does not significantly impede or prevent
infiltration into the soil. The location of stormwater
management facilities for portions of the Project within or
adjacent to the GWMP will be determined during final design
(after funding becomes available and incremental
improvements are scheduled) in coordination with the NPS.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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A35. Alternative 1B has been selected as the Preferred Alternative
(refer to Final EIS Section 4.1.3 for details). None of the land
uses within 500 feet of Alternative 1B (or dismissed
Alternatives 1A or 1C), as evaluated in the Draft and Final EIS
using FRA’s required methodology, are sensitive to vibration.
Therefore, potential vibration associated with the proposed
intercity passenger trains was not evaluated for those
segments.
A36. DRPT conducted vibration analyses based on the FRA
General Vibration Assessment method, which does not
include an evaluation of wildlife response to vibration. Many
of the Build Alternatives as evaluated in the Draft EIS follow
existing rail alignments. As shown in Table 4.7-2 of the Draft
EIS, the Sound Exposure Level (SEL) for passenger trains
traveling at 90 mph does not meet or exceed the screening
threshold of 100 SEL for effects on animal behavior within
distances of 50 feet or greater from the track. The SEL for
freight train railcars and for locomotive horns range from 108
to 110 SEL within 50 feet of the track. Projected noise impacts
were found to be highest along the Fredericksburg and
Ashland Bypass alternatives due to the addition of freight
train noise in areas that do not currently have trains under
existing conditions; however, FRA and DRPT are not
recommending any of the bypass alternatives as part of the
Preferred Alternative. Animals are expected to respond to the
noise impacts by avoiding establishment of nests, dens, or
territories within the areas immediately adjacent to the tracks
where noise impacts occur; however, wildlife in the Project
area would already be acclimated to the existing rail traffic in
the vicinity of the existing rail corridor.
Potential impacts of construction noise on wildlife known to
be sensitive to noise, including migratory birds and bald
eagles, are discussed in Final EIS Sections 5.10.2.1 and
5.10.3.1, respectively.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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A37. Construction of the Project will require vegetation removal in
some areas of the existing right-of-way and in temporary
easements outside of the existing right-of-way. DRPT will
restore vegetation removed during construction in temporary
easements outside of the existing right-of-way to the extent
practicable.
A sufficient forested buffer will remain such that DRPT
anticipates views from the GWMP will remain relatively
unchanged. The low visual ratings for VAU’s 1-1 and 2-1, as
documented in Section 4.9.1 of the Draft EIS and Section 5.9.1
of the Final EIS, takes into account the overall views of the
tracks through these sections from the surrounding areas.
Given that the area is already urbanized and a single track is
being added adjacent to existing tracks, DRPT determined
that the low visual impact rating is appropriate.
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(Response to comment A37 on previous page)
A38. Davis’ sedge and river bulrush are not listed as “threatened”
or “endangered” and are therefore not included in the
analysis of threatened and endangered species in Final EIS
Section 5.10.3. There is potential for the Project to impact
these plant species where wetland impacts will occur. DRPT
will coordinate with resource agencies to avoid or minimize
impacts to all species, including sensitive species, during final
design and permitting (after funding becomes available and
incremental improvements are scheduled). Avoidance,
minimization, and mitigation measures identified for
wetlands in Final Section 5.1.6.1 and natural communities in
Section 5.10.1.4, including minor alignment shifts,
minimizing clearing and grubbing, and revegetation of
disturbed areas using native plants in coordination with the
resource agencies, will minimize impacts on sensitive plant
species.
A39. Comment noted. DRPT will develop specific mitigation
measures for impacts to sensitive habitats in coordination
with the resource agencies during the permitting process
after construction funding has been identified.
A40. Comment noted. Refer to DRPT-numbered statement #14.
A41. Comment noted. Refer to DRPT-numbered statements #17
through #23.
A42. In the Final EIS, a note has been added to any resource table
that does not include all six alternative areas, to indicate that
only the areas with impacts and/or resources are included,
and to specifically state which areas do not have any impacts
and/or resources (and are therefore not listed in the tables).
In regard to the referenced Draft EIS Table 4.13-1, there are no
adverse effects in Alternative Areas 1 and 2, and a lack of
adverse effects results in "0"s in the table for these areas.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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A43. Alternative 1B has been selected as the Preferred Alternative
(refer to Final EIS Section 4.1.3 for details). The temporary
impacts on the east side of the existing tracks are within the
area identified as Long Bridge Park and owned by the City of
Arlington. According to parcel ownership information,
which was acquired from the County on June 8, 2016 during
the development of the Draft EIS and reacquired on July 31,
2017, there are no permanent or temporary impacts to
Roaches Run Waterfowl Sanctuary. The impact analysis in
Section 5.14 and Chapter 6 of the Final EIS reflect this
determination.
A44. Comment noted.
A45. The owner of the railroad right-of-way, CSXT, does not
permit private or public parallel bicycle/pedestrian paths
within the railroad’s right-of-way. The DC2RVA Project,
however, does not preclude the development of bicycle and
pedestrian facilities between rail stations using private
property or public rights-of-way outside of the railroad’s
right-of-way, separate from this Project. Refer to DRPTnumbered statement #5 for more information about the
Project Purpose and Need and multimodal connections with
intercity passenger rail.
A46. See response to DRPT-numbered statement #37.
A47. Part 1) Mount Vernon Memorial Highway (portion of GWMP
DHR-ID 029-0218) was addressed separately in Draft Section
6.4.3 (associated Final EIS Section 5.4.3) from GWMP as a
parkland resource. No permanent right-of-way acquisition
would be required from GWMP.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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Part 2) The Draft EIS refers to a temporary occupancy of a
Section 4(f) resource, not a de minimis impact (because de
minimis only occurs when impacts are considered a 4(f) use).
In accordance with Section 4(f) of the U.S. DOT Act of 1966 (49
U.S.C. 303[c]), as amended by Section 6009 of the Safe,
Accountable, Flexible, Efficient, Transportation Equity Act: a
Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU), impacts to Section 4(f)
resources were determined to be either a Section 4(f) use, de
minimis use, or a temporary occupancy. Temporary
occupancies are exempted from the requirement for Section
4(f) approvals if they meet the conditions listed in 23 CFR
774.13(d). It important to note that the Section 4(f) Evaluation
for this Project follows FHWA and FTA procedures; while FRA
is not directly subject to these rules, FRA has determined that
these procedures are appropriate for use in this Project.
As stated in the Final Section 4(f) Evaluation (Chapter 6 of the
Final EIS), the temporary occupancy of GWMP is 1.2 acres in
size and is generally a long narrow strip of approximately 10
feet in width. This area is temporarily needed during
construction for access, erosion control, and material
placement. Impacts to mature trees, if any, can likely be
avoided during final design. DRPT will work with NPS to
restore any temporary visual and habitat conditions during
construction to prior conditions.
Part 3) DRPT understands that Roaches Run is a designated
waterfowl sanctuary, and has updated all labeling to indicate
such in the Final Section 4(f) Evaluation.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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Part 4) As stated in the Final Section 4(f) Evaluation (Chapter 6
of the Final EIS), 20 feet of the Mount Vernon Trail would be
temporarily impacted during construction. The 20 feet that
would be temporarily impacted is located on the east side of
the existing rail right-of-way on GWMP land opposite Crystal
City Water Park and near Ronald Reagan National Airport.
Construction planning and timing will be developed during
final design, after funding is determined and incremental
sequencing is developed. DRPT will continue to work with
NPS throughout final design, and will maintain trail
connectivity and
functionality throughout
Project
construction activities that affect the Mount Vernon Trail.
Part 5) Chapter 6 of the Final EIS includes the full discussion
of the Final Section 4(f) analysis, including the required least
harm analysis.
A48. Comment note. Refer to DRPT-numbered statements #17
through #23.
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A49. Text was added before the referenced figure to clarify the
existing conditions boundary lines (see Chapter 6 of the Final
EIS for the Final Section 4(f) Evaluation).
A50. The referenced text was addressed in the errata table for the
Draft EIS, which is Appendix A of the Final EIS.
A51. Only one wetland area has been identified within the limits
of disturbance for Area 1 (01-WTL-01-wet). As noted in the
Remarks section under Summary of Findings on the first
page of the Wetland Determination Data Form, a wetland
data point was not taken at this location because of access
restrictions. The wetland boundaries were mapped based on
best available data including aerial photographs, topographic
maps, and VDCR, NHD, and NWI mapping. The location of
the wetlands will be verified as needed in coordination with
the resource agencies during the Joint Permit Application
process during final design, after funding becomes available
and incremental improvements are scheduled.
A52. As noted on page 3-5 of the Draft EIS and page 3-2 of its
Appendix M, field reviews by US Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) and Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
(DEQ) and spot checks with the field crews at several
intervals during the field survey ensured methods were
conducted according to agency expectations. A request for a
formal jurisdictional determination will be submitted to the
USACE during the Joint Permit Application process during
final design, after funding becomes available and incremental
improvements are scheduled.
A53. The USACE definition of wetlands has been used for the
inventory and analysis in the Draft and Final EIS. NPS Water
Resources Division will be consulted regarding wetland
impacts during final design, after funding becomes available
and incremental improvements are scheduled. Following
completion of the final design and before construction, DRPT
will complete the activities necessary to comply with NPS
Procedural Manual #77-1 and will coordinate with NPS staff
as needed.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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A54. As noted in Section 4.1.6.2 of the Draft EIS and Section 5.1.6.2
of the Final EIS, permanent stormwater management
measures may include upgrading of existing stormwater
facilities and installation of new stormwater facilities,
including detention basins, to capture and treat run-off. The
Preferred Alternative will be designed and constructed in
accordance with the Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control
Law (§10.1-560 et seq. of the Code of Virginia); the
Stormwater Management Act (§10.1-603. 1 et seq. of the Code
of Virginia) and the terms and conditions of water quality
permits required by USACE, Virginia DEQ, and VMRC.
DRPT will provide detailed drainage design plans to NPS
during final design, after funding becomes available and
incremental improvements are scheduled.
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Appendix B to DOI Letter – Comments from Captain John Smith
Chesapeake National Historic Trail:
B1. and B2. The name and description of the referenced trail have
been updated, as requested; refer to the errata table for the
Draft EIS, which is Appendix A to the Final EIS.
B3. The referenced trail has been added as a sensitive visual
resource, as requested; refer to the errata table for the Draft
EIS, which is Appendix A to the Final EIS.
B4. The requested clarifications have been addressed in the errata
table for the Draft EIS, which is Appendix A to the Final EIS.
B5. Build Alternative 3C, a bypass around Fredericksburg and
across the Rappahannock River, is the only Build Alternative
analyzed in the Draft EIS with a river bridge at a new crossing
location. The visual assessment ranked it as having a high
visual impact in Visual Assessment Unit 3-2. However, this
alternative is not the Preferred Alternative. Alternative 3B,
which includes a new track adjacent to existing track and a
bridge adjacent to the existing bridge over the Rappahannock,
was selected as the Preferred Alternative (refer to Final EIS
Section 4.3.3 for details).
B6. All of the Preferred Alternative’s crossings of water bodies are
adjacent to existing crossings. After funding becomes available
and incremental improvements are scheduled, the final design
of the DC2RVA Project will, at a minimum, match the existing
horizontal and vertical openings of the existing crossings.
Construction phasing, to occur during final design after
funding becomes available, will address impacts to
recreational uses.
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Appendix C to DOI Letter – Comments from Fredericksburg &
Spotsylvania National Military Park and Richmond National
Battlefield:
C1. The parcel boundaries are based on information DRPT
acquired from the County on June 8, 2016 during the
development of the Draft EIS, which DRPT has confirmed are
consistent with current County data (acquired July 31, 2017).
DRPT has confirmed that these County parcel boundaries are
consistent with those shown on the NPS website. DRPT will
clarify parcel boundaries during final design, after funding
becomes available and incremental improvements are
scheduled. DRPT will continue to coordinate with the NPS
through final design to ensure that the boundaries of the
Fredericksburg & Spotsylvania National Military Park are
accurate. Additionally, DRPT will coordinate for any
construction needs on NPS property.
C2. As part of the DC2RVA Project, DRPT conducted computer-based
railroad operations simulations to determine the Project’s impacts
on rail traffic in the corridor. To address the Department of
Interior’s comment, DRPT has reviewed the results of the
operations simulations to determine the estimated changes in train
delay (what the Department of Interior refers to as queuing) at
locations where the DC2RVA corridor is adjacent to the FRSP. Two
locations were identified for this analysis: (a) the Hamilton
interlocking and proposed Fredericksburg controlled siding
(milepost CFP 55.7), which is adjacent to the Fredericksburg
Battlefield, and (b) the Guinea interlocking (milepost CFP 47.5),
which is adjacent to the “Stonewall” Jackson Shrine. The delay
analysis at these locations was conducted for the year 2045 (the 20year horizon for measuring impacts from the DC2RVA Project) and
compared the total delay (time that trains were not moving)
between the No Build case (which assesses year 2045 operations at
the location without the additional infrastructure or passenger train
frequencies proposed by the DC2RVA Project) and the Preferred
Alternative Build case (which assesses year 2045 operations at the
location including the additional infrastructure and passenger train
frequencies proposed by the DC2RVA Project).
(Responses are continued on next page)
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After conducting an evaluation of train delay at the Hamilton
interlocking, DRPT determined that in the year 2045, the
railroad corridor would operate more efficiently in this area
with a decrease in average daily train delay resulting from train
queuing by 8 minutes per day if the DC2RVA Project were to be
implemented, when compared to the No Build results. The
decrease in queuing would result in no visual impact to the
Fredericksburg Battlefield due to train queuing. DRPT
acknowledges that the computer-based railroad operations
simulation provides only an estimate of the operations at a
particular location along the corridor. Actual rail operations and
train delays are subject to variability; however, and the potential
decrease in train delays near the Hamilton interlocking
demonstrate a reduction in potential impacts at this location.
After conducting an evaluation of train delay at the Guinea
interlocking, DRPT determined that in the year 2045, the
average daily train delay resulting from train queuing would
increase by 3 minutes per day if the DC2RVA Project were to be
implemented, when compared to the No Build results. This
slight increase in queuing would have little overall visual
impact to the “Stonewall” Jackson Shrine which is already
located adjacent to the existing tracks and is currently exposed
to the infrequent visual effects of train queuing. DRPT
acknowledges that the computer-based railroad operations
simulation provides only an estimate of the operations at a
particular location along the corridor. Actual rail operations and
train delays are subject to variability; however, and the potential
three-minute increase in train delays near the Guinea
interlocking is minimal.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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The Richmond National Battlefield Park (RICH) Civil War
Visitor Center is located at 470 Tredegar Street in Richmond,
Virginia, on the site of the former Tredegar Iron Works along
the James River. This site is approximately 1.1 miles west of
the railroad tracks that are part of the DC2RVA Project area.
However, the site is adjacent to railroad tracks that connect
with railroad lines in the DC2RVA corridor. Therefore, DRPT
analyzed the differences in train delay (or queuing) for
eastbound trains on the CSXT Rivanna Subdivision that were
approaching and preparing to enter the DC2RVA corridor at
Rivanna Junction in Richmond. After conducting an
evaluation of train delay for eastbound trains on the Rivanna
Subdivision at the Rivanna Junction interlocking, DRPT
determined that in the year 2045, the average daily train delay
resulting from train queuing would increase by 4.66 minutes
per day if the DC2RVA Project were to be implemented, when
compared to the No Build results. This slight increase in
queuing would have little overall visual impact to the
Richmond National Battlefield Park Civil War Visitor Center
which is already located adjacent to the existing tracks and is
currently exposed to the infrequent visual effects of train
queuing. DRPT acknowledges that the computer-based
railroad operations simulation provides only an estimate of
the operations at a particular location along the corridor.
Actual rail operations and train delays are subject to
variability; however, the potential increase in train delays by
less than five minutes near the Rivanna Junction interlocking
is minimal.
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(No comments on this page)
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Appendix D to DOI Letter -- Comments from American
Battlefield Protection Program:
D1. At a meeting with DRPT on February 13, 2018, the DHR
determined that KOCOA analysis (as requested in this
comment) is not needed to determine Project Section 106
effects. If factors change upon an analysis of the Project results
and effect determinations, additional research may be
completed at that time.
D2. Alternative 3B was selected as the Preferred Alternative,
which adds one track to the existing two-track alignment
through Fredericksburg (refer to Final EIS Section 4.3.3. for
details). DRPT will continue to coordinate with the NPS as
consulting parties in the cultural resource process, and has
involved the NPS in the development of Section 106 MOA
stipulations to mitigate any adverse effects on battle-related
historic properties caused by the undertaking (the Section 106
Draft MOA is Appendix K of the Final EIS).
D3. The Richmond National Battlefield Park and the FRSP are
among the eight offices of the NPS who are consulting parties
on this Project.
D4. The North Anna Battlefield Park is located at 11576 Verdon
Road in Doswell, Virginia, approximately 1.25 miles west of
the DC2RVA corridor. The battlefield is located along the
Buckingham Branch Railroad, at a location west of the
DC2RVA Project corridor. The DC2RVA Project does not
propose any increases to intercity passenger rail traffic or
changes to current railroad operating patterns or practices on
the segment of the Buckingham Branch Railroad line west of
Doswell by the North Anna Battlefield Park.
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FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
1.

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is correct: direct
intermodal links to the region’s airports are not part of the
Project’s Purpose and Need.

2.

Conditions in the Project corridor currently support the 2002
Tier I EIS Purpose and Need and are the foundation for the
DC2RVA Project. These conditions were detailed in Chapter 1
of the Draft EIS and include air travel congestion at regional
and national airports. However, the DC2RVA Project is not
intended to be the singular solution to national or regional air
travel congestion. Rather, the DC2RVA Project would provide
a competitive travel alternative in the Washington, D.C. to
Richmond corridor by improving the frequency, reliability,
and travel time of passenger rail operations in Virginia and
beyond.
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